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ABSTRACT
We present the first microlensing candidate for a free-floating exoplanet–exomoon system, MOA-2011-BLG-262,
with a primary lens mass of Mhost ∼ 4 Jupiter masses hosting a sub-Earth mass moon. The argument for an exomoon
hinges on the system being relatively close to the Sun. The data constrain the product MLπrel where ML is the
lens system mass and πrel is the lens–source relative parallax. If the lens system is nearby (large πrel), then ML is
small (a few Jupiter masses) and the companion is a sub-Earth-mass exomoon. The best-fit solution has a large
lens–source relative proper motion, μrel = 19.6 ± 1.6 mas yr−1, which would rule out a distant lens system unless
the source star has an unusually high proper motion. However, data from the OGLE collaboration nearly rule out
a high source proper motion, so the exoplanet+exomoon model is the favored interpretation for the best fit model.
However, there is an alternate solution that has a lower proper motion and fits the data almost as well. This solution is
compatible with a distant (so stellar) host. A Bayesian analysis does not favor the exoplanet+exomoon interpretation,
so Occam’s razor favors a lens system in the bulge with host and companion masses of Mhost = 0.12+0.19−0.06 M and
mcomp = 18+28−10 M⊕, at a projected separation of a⊥ = 0.84+0.25−0.14 AU. The existence of this degeneracy is an unlucky
accident, so current microlensing experiments are in principle sensitive to exomoons. In some circumstances, it will
be possible to definitively establish the mass of such lens systems through the microlensing parallax effect. Future
experiments will be sensitive to less extreme exomoons.
Key words: gravitational lensing: micro – planetary systems
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1. INTRODUCTION
Gravitational microlensing occupies a unique niche among
planet detection methods (Bennett 2008; Gaudi 2012). While
the radial velocity (Butler et al. 2006; Mayor & Queloz 2012)
and transit methods (Borucki et al. 2011; Batalha et al. 2013) are
most sensitive to planets in short period orbits, microlensing is
most sensitive to planets orbiting beyond the snow line (Mao &
Paczyn´ski 1991; Gould & Loeb 1992) where the leading theory
of planet formation, core accretion (Lissauer 1993; Pollack et al.
1996), predicts that the most massive planets should form. Ices,
including water ice, can condense beyond the snow line (Ida &
Lin 2005; Lecar 2006; Kennedy et al. 2006; Kennedy & Kenyon
2008; Thommes et al. 2008), and this means that the density of
solid material in the proto-planetary disk increases by a factor of
a few beyond the snow line, so that solid giant planet cores can
form more rapidly. This is important because the hydrogen and
helium that comprise the vast majority of the mass of gas giant
planets is thought to be removed from proto-planetary disks
in a few million years, so if gas giants do not form relatively
quickly, they cannot form at all. For this reason, theory suggests
that it could be difficult for gas giants to form around M-dwarfs
(Laughlin et al. 2004).
Radial velocity observations (Johnson et al. 2007, 2010)
seemed to confirm this picture, but microlensing observations
(Gould et al. 2010; Cassan et al. 2012) paint a somewhat more
complicated picture. Microlensing finds that 17+6−9% of stars
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have gas giant planets above 0.3 Jupiter masses (Cassan et al.
2012) with a host star sample strongly dominated by M-dwarfs.
However, the planets found by microlensing generally orbit
beyond the snow line, and the gas giants found by microlensing
are often low-mass gas giants with a mass similar to Saturn
(at 0.3 Jupiter masses; Gould et al. 2010). The combination
of the relatively low-masses and wide orbits for the gas giants
found by microlensing along with their relatively wide orbits
means that analogs of most of the gas giant planets found
by microlensing would not have been detected in the radial
velocity surveys conducted to date. However, a recent combined
analysis of precise radial velocity measurements and high-
contrast imaging has been used to derive occurrence frequency
of gas giants orbiting M-dwarfs beyond the snow line (Montet
et al. 2014), and they find that their results are consistent with
the microlensing results (Gould et al. 2010; Cassan et al. 2012).
Microlensing results also indicate that super-Earths or Nep-
tunes are substantially more common than gas giants beyond
the snow line (Sumi et al. 2010; Cassan et al. 2012). This is
roughly in line with the predictions of the core accretion theory
(Lissauer 1993; Pollack et al. 1996), which predicts that “failed
Jupiters” with masses of the order of ∼10 M⊕ should be quite
common. These “failed Jupiters” are expected to be much more
common than gas-giants for M-dwarf stellar hosts (Laughlin
et al. 2004), although some have argued that the gravitational
instability model could also make such planets (Boss 2006).
Perhaps the most surprising microlensing result to date was
the discovery of a large population of planetary mass objects
with no detectable host star (Sumi et al. 2011). While some of
these could be bound planets in wide orbits (Quanz et al. 2012),
the median separation of these planets is probably >30 AU
(Bennett et al. 2012), and it seems likely that many of them
are unbound. Although objects in the planetary mass range
are now being found by direct observation in the infrared
(Delorme et al. 2012; Beichman et al. 2013), these infrared
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surveys do not currently reach down to ∼1 Jupiter mass, where
the microlensing signal is seen. Unbound planets are expected
from a variety of processes, including planet–planet scattering
(Levison et al. 1998; Ford & Rasio 2008; Guillochon et al. 2011),
star–planet scattering (Holman & Wiegert 1999; Musielak et al.
2005; Doolin & Blundell 2011; Malmberg et al. 2011; Veras
& Raymond 2012; Kaib et al. 2013), and stellar mass loss and
death (Veras et al. 2011; Veras & Tout 2012; Voyatzis et al.
2013). However, most of these processes have been expected to
generate fewer of these unbound or very wide orbit planets than
the 1.8+1.7−0.8 Jupiter-mass planets per main sequence star found
by microlensing (Sumi et al. 2011).
The evidence for this isolated planet population is statistical,
and is based on the distribution of the Einstein radius crossing
times, tE, for microlensing events seen toward the Galactic
bulge. However, these tE values depend not only on the masses of
the gravitational lenses, but also on the lens distances, DL, and
their relative proper motions, μrel, with respect to the source
stars. For a subset of events, it is possible to obtain more
information. If the source star and lens object angular separation
becomes very much smaller than the angular Einstein radius,
θE , then finite source effects may allow the measurement of the
angular Einstein radius (Alcock et al. 1997). In extreme cases,
terrestrial microlensing parallax effects can be measured, which
will enable a direct measurement of the lens mass (Gould et al.
2009; Yee et al. 2009) and a determination of the distance to the
lens.
The relative proper motion, μrel, can also be measured for
binary lensing events, which often have caustic crossing features
that are infinitely sharp. Most binary events with planetary mass
ratios of q  10−3 fall into this category, and this implies that the
source radius crossing time, t∗, can be determined from the light
curve model. The event presented in this paper is one such event,
and it is also the shortest duration event detected to date with
a planetary mass ratio companion. The Einstein radius crossing
time is tE  3.8 days, and the mass ratio is q  4.7 × 10−4.
The t∗ value from the best fit model, this gives a lens–source
relative proper motion μrel = θ∗/t∗ = 19.6 ± 1.6 mas yr−1,
(measured in the inertial geocentric reference frame moving at
the velocity of the Earth at the time of the event). Such a high
relative proper motion would usually imply that the lens must
be nearby, particularly since the source star proper motion is
fairly tightly constrained by the OGLE data (Skowron et al.
2013). This t∗ measurement also leads to a determination of the
angular Einstein radius θE = tEθ∗/t∗ = 0.205 ± 0.016 mas,
which can be used in a mass–distance relationship. But, this θE
value is quite small for a nearby lens, and this implies a total lens
mass of only a few Jupiter masses if the lens system is <1 kpc
away, as the μrel value seems to imply.
Unfortunately, the light curve for this event has one feature
that complicates the interpretation. The time interval between
the caustic entry and the caustic exit is quite similar to the
source radius crossing time, t∗, and we find two distinct, nearly
degenerate solutions, with parameters that are very similar,
except that the t∗ value for the second (slow) solution is larger
by a factor of 1.68. This slow solution is disfavored by only
Δχ2 = 2.9. The geocentric relative proper motion for this slow
solution is μrel = 11.6 ± 0.9 mas yr−1. This value is still much
larger than the relative proper motion measured for any other
planetary microlensing event, and it suggests a nearby lens.
However, as we shall see below in Section 6, this preference
for nearby lenses is not enough to overcome the preference for
stellar-mass lens primaries due to their larger Einstein radii. So,
when the appropriate prior on the mass function is included, a
stellar mass or brown dwarf host is preferred.
This paper is organized as follows. We discuss the data and
its collection in Section 2, and in Section 3 we present our light
curve models. Section 4 presents the calibration of the optical
data and the source radius estimate, while Section 5 describes
constraints on the source proper motion using OGLE data and
the analysis of high resolution infrared adaptive optics (AO)
observations made with the Keck-2 telescope. In Section 6,
we present a Bayesian analysis, which relates the observed
light curve parameters to the physical parameters of the lens
system, and in Section 7, we discuss how very high cadence
observations from multiple sites could resolve the ambiguities
in similar events using the terrestrial parallax effect. Finally, in
Section 8, we present our conclusions.
2. DATA AND PHOTOMETRY
Microlensing event MOA-2011-BLG-262 [(R.A., decl.) =
(18h00m23.s48,−31◦14′42.′′93) and (l, b) = (−0.◦3693,
−3.◦9245)] was identified by the MOA alert system (Bond
et al. 2001) and announced by the MOA group at 2011 June
26 14:16 UT, based on microlensing survey data from the
MOA-II telescope at Mt. John University Observatory (MJUO)
in New Zealand. It was immediately recognized by the MOA,
PLANET, and μFUN groups that this was a short duration, high
magnification event that would be highly sensitive to planetary
mass ratio companions (Griest & Safizadeh 1998; Rhie et al.
2000). The μFUN group sent an email alert announcing this
fact. Follow-up observations were immediately begun by the
PLANET Collaboration, using the 1.0 m telescope at Canopus
Observatory in Tasmania, and by MOA using the 0.61 m Boller
& Chivens telescope, also at MJUO. The observing cadence on
the MOA-II 1.8 m telescope was increased from one observa-
tion every 50 minutes to one observation every 2 minutes, and
then cut back to one observation every 7 minutes. These follow-
up data were enabled by the rapid identification of the event
by the MOA Alert system (Bond et al. 2001), which identified
the event based on the first three observations of the night and
allowed the alert to be used ∼50 minutes after the third obser-
vation of the night. Because of the short duration of the event, it
was unclear whether observatories in Chile would be able to get
useful color information for the source star, so the MOA group
obtained both V- and I-band photometry from the 0.61 m Boller
& Chivens telescope.
At about the time that these follow-up observations began,
the leading limb of the source star crossed a caustic due to a
planetary mass ratio companion to the primary lens object. This
caustic feature was observed by the MOA-II 1.8 m, the MJUO
0.61 m, and the Canopus 1.0 m telescopes until well after the
trailing limb of the source exited the caustic ∼1.4 hr later. A peak
magnification of Amax = 75 was reached, as shown in Figure 1.
The observations from New Zealand and Tasmania continued
until night ended, when the magnification had dropped to
A < 30. During the final hour of observations from New
Zealand and Eastern Australia, the Robonet Collaboration was
able to observe with the 2.0 m Faulkes South Telescope (FTS)
located at the Siding Springs Observatory, but unfortunately,
this was after the planetary anomaly had ended.
Observations from Chile began at about HJD = 2455739.5,
when the magnification was about A ≈ 10. These observations
were made by the OGLE group using the 1.3 m Warsaw Univer-
sity telescope and the OGLE-IV camera at the Las Campanas
Observatory and the μFUN group using the 1.3 m SMARTS
3
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Figure 1. Light curve of event MOA-2011-BLG-262 with data from the MOA
1.8 m (red), Mt. John University Observatory I and V-bands (green and cyan),
Canopus I-band (blue), CTIO I-band (magenta), OGLE I-band (black), and
Faulkes Telescope South (gold). The best fit model is indicated by the black
curve, and the magenta curve indicates an alternative planetary model, which
almost fits the light curve except for the limb crossings shown in the inserts.
This model has a χ2 larger by Δχ2 = 2.91 when compared to the best fit model.
telescope at the Cerro Tololo InterAmerican Observatory. Be-
cause the event was no longer at high magnification when it
could be observed from Chile, the μFUN group focused on ob-
taining multi-color data in the V, I, and H passbands. While
the CTIO V and I-band data constrained the source color with
less S/N than the V and I-band data from the MJUO 0.61 m,
the H-band data were unique, and proved to be necessary to
normalize follow-up high resolution AO data. The CTIO V and
I data were also used help determine the dust extinction in the
vicinity of the target star. While the μFUN observations were
made as a result of the MOA alert of this event, OGLE had
been observing this event previously as a part of the OGLE-IV
survey. The event was discovered independently by the OGLE
Early Warning System (Udalski et al. 1994) and announced as
OGLE-2011-BLG-0703. Because the lens is located in a lower
cadence OGLE-IV field, the alert was triggered exactly on the
peak night and distributed just after the peak magnification.
We also obtained high angular resolution infrared AO follow-
up data from the Keck-2 telscope (as discussed in Section 5, and
wide-field infrared images from the InfraRed Survey Facility
(IRSF) at the South African Astronomical Observatory to help
calibrate the Keck data. However, data from the Vista Variables
in the Via Lactea (VVV) project (Minniti et al. 2010) became
available, and this was used instead of the IRSF data.
The light curve data were reduced to photometry using a
number of implementations of the difference imaging photom-
etry method (Tomaney & Crotts 1996; Alard & Lupton 1998).
The MOA-II telescope data, consisting of 4884 observations
in the MOA custom red band (roughly equivalent to Cousins
R+I), and the MJUO 0.61 m data were reduced with the MOA-
pipeline (Bond et al. 2001). The MJUO data consist of 143
V-band and 168 I-band measurements. The 59 I-band obser-
vations from Canopus Observatory were reduced with pySIS
(Albrow et al. 2009); the 37 FTS SDSS-I-band observations
were reduced with the Robonet pipeline (Bramich 2008), and
the 298 OGLE-IV I-band observations were reduced with the
OGLE pipeline (Udalski 2003).
As with most microlensing events, the error bars calculated by
these photometry codes give only a rough estimate of the actual
photometry errors. These are sufficient to find the best fit models,
but error bars that give χ2/dof ≈ 1 are needed in order to
estimate the errors on the physical parameters of the lens system.
We have therefore followed the standard procedure of adding
0.3% in quadrature to each error estimate, and then renormalized
the error bars to give χ2/dof = 1 for a preliminary planetary
model (a version of the best fit model in this case). Experience
with the analysis of a large number of other events indicates that
the final results have no significant dependence on the details
of this procedure or on which preliminary model is used to
determine the error bar renormalization factors. (Virtually every
planetary microlensing event that has been published has been
analyzed independently with different preliminary models and
error bar renormalization procedures, and the results of these
different analyses are never significantly different.)
We computed the source-star limb-darkening coefficients
from Kurucz’s ATLAS9 stellar model atmosphere grid (Kurucz
1993a, 1993b, 1994) using the method described in Heyrovsky´
(2007). For the photometric band of each light curve we used
instrument-specific response functions obtained by combining
the respective filter transmission and CCD quantum efficiency
curves. We interpolated the limb-darkening coefficients for
stellar effective temperature Teff = 5520 K, surface gravity
log g = 4.1, microturbulent velocity vt = 2 km s−1, and
solar metallicity from the values obtained for the Kurucz-
model parameter grid. These parameters were selected to be
consistent with the source star properties presented in Section 4.
The computed linear limb-darkening coefficients for the four
light curves with sufficient caustic-crossing points are 0.5291,
0.4861, 0.6587, and 0.4605 for MOA red, Canopus I, MJUO V,
and MJUO I, respectively.
3. LIGHT CURVE MODELS
The light curve of this event, shown in Figure 1, was modeled
using the image centered ray-shooting method (Bennett & Rhie
1996; Bennett 2010). The global fit strategy used was the initial
condition grid search method of Bennett (2010). However, after
this grid search was run, we also did a grid search in the lens
separation, s, in order to ensure that all degenerate solutions
were recovered. (The separation, s is measured in units of
the Einstein Radius, RE.) The best planetary model has a χ2
improvement ofΔχ2 = 1712.95 over the best single lens model.
We find four distinct χ2 minima, and the parameters of these
solutions are given in Table 1. These four solutions are due to
two degeneracies. The first degeneracy is the well known (Griest
& Safizadeh 1998) 2-fold s ↔ 1/s degeneracy that occurs for
most, but not all (Gaudi et al. 2008; Bennett et al. 2010; Miyake
et al. 2011), planets found in high magnification events. The two
best fit models, labeled “fast” in Table 1 have nearly identical
parameters, except that the best model has s = 0.9578, and its
s > 1 counterpart has s = 1.0605 and a χ2 that is larger by
Δχ2 = 0.64. These values of s do not precisely correspond a
s ↔ 1/s degeneracy since 1/0.9578 = 1.0441 = 1.0605. This
is because the shape of the central caustic is perturbed by the
proximity of the planetary caustic for s ≈ 1, and in this case, at
s = 0.9578, the planetary and central caustics have merged to
form a so-called resonant caustic, as shown in Figure 2.
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Table 1
Model Parameters
Parameter Units Fast Slow
s < 1 s > 1 s < 1 s > 1
tE days 3.827(13) 3.846(13) 3.858(13) 3.855(13)
t0 HJD − 2455700 39.1312(3) 39.1311(3) 39.1309(3) 39.1310(3)
umin 0.01465(57) 0.01451(57) 0.01470(58) 0.01463(57)
s 0.9578(11) 1.0605(11) 0.9263(32) 1.0966(38)
θ radians 1.8096(59) 1.8071(59) 1.8109(60) 1.8115(60)
 10−4 4.66(24) 4.67(24) 4.39(25) 4.43(25)
t∗ days 0.01316(25) 0.01315(25) 0.02217(27) 0.02221(27)
Is 19.929(41) 19.935(41) 19.937(41) 19.937(41)
Vs 21.888(41) 21.894(41) 21.898(41) 21.897(41)
fit χ2 5757.94 5758.58 5760.85 5763.82
Note. The numbers in parentheses indicate the 1σ uncertainties.
Figure 2. Caustic geometry for the best fit MOA-2011-BLG-262 “fast” model.
The red circle indicates the source star size.
The other degeneracy is more unusual, and it occurs because
the caustic entrance-to-exit time interval is similar to the source
radius crossing time, t∗. The time interval between the caustic
entry and the caustic exit is ∼1.4 hr, and it may be fit by models
in which the sum of the source diameter crossing time and the
caustic entry-exit interval is ∼1.4 hr. More typically, the source
radius crossing time is much smaller than the caustic entrance-
to-exit interval (Bond et al. 2004; Miyake et al. 2011; Bachelet
et al. 2012) or else the caustic is much narrower than the source
(Beaulieu et al. 2006; Dong et al. 2009; Janczak et al. 2010).
There are a variety of local χ2 minima with different caustic
widths and different t∗ values, such that the caustic entrance-to-
exit time interval is the same. We find two distinct solutions for
both the s < 1 and s > 1 cases with χ2 values within Δχ2 < 40
of the best fit model. The light curve features that distinguish
these light curves are subtle and not easily resolved, particularly
in the present case with a caustic entrance-to-exit time interval
of only ∼1.4 hr. This is reflected in the χ2 difference of only
Δχ2 = 2.91 for the second best models.
The alternate, “slow,” models have s values that are further
from unity than the fast model, but as Table 1 indicates, the
other parameters, except for t∗, are quite similar to those of the
fast models. In particular, the best fit source brightnesses and
color differ by <0.01 mag for the fast and slow models. As
discussed in Section 4, this implies that the angular sources star
radius, θ∗, values will be nearly identical for these two models.
Thus, the main physical difference in the two models is in the
Figure 3. Caustic geometry for the best fit MOA-2011-BLG-262 “slow” model.
The red circle indicates the source star size.
(geocentric) relative proper motion, μrel = θ∗/t∗. The source
radius crossing times are t∗ = 0.01316 and t∗ = 0.02217 for
the s < 1 fast and slow models, respectively. In Section 4, we
derive θ∗ and find that μrel = 19.6 ± 1.6 mas yr−1 for the fast
models and μrel = 11.6 ± 0.9 mas yr−1 for the slow models.
(This is the reason for the “fast” and “slow” designations.) The
caustic configuration for the s < 1 “slow” model is given in
Figure 3.
Figure 1 shows the event light curve with both of the best
fit s < 1 models. The black curve is the best fit fast, s < 1
model, which is the overall best fit, and the magenta curve is the
best fit slow model (also with s < 1), which is disfavored by
Δχ2 = 2.91. The parameters of these models are given in the
third and fifth columns of Table 1. These models are difficult
to distinguish, but they do differ slightly at the caustic entry
and exit, as well as at the midpoint of the caustic feature where
the leading limb of the source begins to exit the caustic just
as the trailing limb enters for the fast model. This gives an
abrupt change in slope, although the amplitude of the change is
small. These three regions are highlighted in the three insets in
Figure 1. The MJUO 0.61 m and Canopus data are not precise
enough to clearly distinguish these models. The MOA-2 1.8 m
telescope data might be precise enough to distinguish these
models if the density of observations were much higher (say
one observation every minute), but with the actual observing
cadence of one observation every ∼5 minutes, these two models
cannot be definitively distinguished.
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Figure 4. Color–magnitude diagram (CMD) of the stars in the CTIO images,
calibrated to the OGLE-III catalog within 135′′ of MOA-2011-BLG-262. The
red spot indicates red clump giant centroid, and the blue spot indicates the source
magnitude and color.
4. CALIBRATION AND SOURCE RADIUS
In order to measure the angular Einstein radius, θE = θ∗tE/t∗,
we must determine θ∗ from the dereddened brightness and
color of the source star (Kervella & Fouque´ 2008). For most
microlensing events colors are obtained from V- and I-band
measurements from either OGLE or CTIO, but this event was
so short that it could only be observed at high magnification
from New Zealand or Australia. Therefore, we obtained V and
I-band photometry from the MJUO 0.61 m B&C telescope, as
shown in Figure 1. These data were calibrated using stars in the
OGLE-III catalog (Szyman´ski et al. 2011) within 2 arc minutes
of the source star. However, this target is located near CCD edge
in the OGLE-III reference frame, and the OGLE-III catalog does
not report both V and I magnitudes for stars within 199 pixels
(or 51.′′7) of the field edge, including the immediate vicinity of
the source star. This means that an estimate of the extinction in
the foreground of the source would be especially susceptible to
errors due to differential reddening. To avoid this possibility, we
use the CTIO V and I-band photometry of this CCD to generate
the color–magnitude diagram (CMD), shown in Figure 4. The
CTIO data have been calibrated to the OGLE-III data base in
the same way as the MJUO 0.61 m B&C data. The centroid of the
red clump giant feature in this CMD is Icl = 15.92, Vcl = 18.14,
and (V − I )cl = 2.22. We chose to use the CTIO data instead
of the MJUO 0.61 m data for the CMD in order to minimize
blending effects, since the CTIO images have significantly better
seeing. However, the red clump centroid from the MJUO 0.61 m
CMD is within 0.02 mag of the CTIO red clump centroid in both
(V − I ) and I, so this choice does not affect our results.
Nataf et al. (2013) find that the unreddened red clump
magnitude and color at this Galactic position (l = −0.3693,
b = −3.9245) are Icl0 = 14.47 and (V − I )cl0 = 1.06, and
this implies that AI = 1.45 and AV = 2.62. This yields
an extinction law with RVI ≡ AV /(AV − AI ) = 2.24 and
Rv(BV ) ≡ AB/(AB − AV ) = 2.69, assuming the Cardelli
et al. (1989) extinction law. We can then use the best fit source
magnitudes listed in Table 1 to determine the dereddened source
magnitudes. For the best fit (fast, s < 1) model, we find
Is0 = 18.359 and (V − I )s0 = 0.840, while for the best
fit slow model they are almost identical, Is0 = 18.367 and
(V − I )s0 = 0.841. With these dereddened magnitudes, we can
use Kervella & Fouque´ (2008) to give the angular source radius.
This yields θ∗ = 0.778 ± 0.059 μas for the fast (s < 1) model
and θ∗ = 0.776 ± 0.059 μas for the slow (s < 1) model.
Of course, the main difference between the fast and slow
models is their different source radius crossing times: t∗ =
0.01316 days for the fast model, and t∗ = 0.02217 days
for the slow model (both with s < 1). These source radius
crossing times give angular Einstein radii of θE = θ∗tE/t∗ =
0.205 ± 0.015 mas and θE = 0.122 ± 0.009 mas for the fast
and slow models, respectively. The implied lens–source relative
geocentric proper motion values are μrel = θ∗/t∗ = 19.6 ±
1.6 mas yr−1 for the fast model and μrel = 11.6 ± 0.9 mas yr−1
for the slow model.
5. SOURCE STAR CONSTRAINTS
5.1. Source Proper Motion from OGLE Data
With the ground-based, seeing-limited data used by mi-
crolensing surveys, it is generally not possible to measure the
proper motion of stars as faint as MOA-2011-BLG-262S at Is 
19.9. The central Galactic bulge fields, where most microlensing
events are observed, are very crowded. They are so crowded that
the seeing disks generally have more than one star with I  20.
Thus, point-spread function (PSF) fitting photometry codes, like
DoPHOT (Schechter et al. 1993) or DAOPHOT (Stetson 1994)
are usually unable to identify individual main sequence stars.
The faint star-like images seen in these images are generally
blends of multiple stars, so their apparent proper motion would
actually be some average of the proper motion of the multiple
stars contributing to each blend. As a result, attempts to measure
proper motions with microlensing survey data (Sumi et al. 2004;
Rattenbury et al. 2007) are limited to relatively bright stars. High
angular resolution Hubble Space Telescope (HST; Kozłowski
et al. 2006) data is needed to measure the proper motion of the
faint main sequence and turn-off stars in the bulge.
The situation is significantly improved for faint microlensing
event source stars with good quality light curve measure-
ments. The microlensing signal allows both the source star
position and brightness to be determined from the difference
images, and microlensing model. This additional information
allows its proper motion to be measured using a method de-
veloped by Skowron et al. (2013). They apply their method to
MOA-2011-BLG-262S, and find its proper motion to beμs ,hel =(−2.3,−0.9) ± (2.8, 2.6) mas yr−1 in a (North, East) Galactic
Heliocentric coordinate frame.
In order to compare with the geocentric relative proper motion
values, μrel, determined from the light curve models, we must
convert this source proper motion value to the inertial geocentric
frame that moves at the velocity that the Earth had at the light
curve peak. This velocity was (vN, vE) = (−0.2, 29.2) km s−1.
Assuming a source distance of 8.3 kpc, this implies a source
proper motion of μs ,geo = (−2.3,−1.7) ± (2.8, 2.6) mas yr−1
in the geocentric frame appropriate for this event. These are the
values used for the Bayesian analysis presented in Section 6.
5.2. Keck Adaptive Optics Observations
J, H, and K AO images of MOA-2011-BLG-262 were taken
with the NIRC2 instrument on the Keck-2 telescope on 2012
May 6, using the Laser Guide Star system. This was long after
the peak of the event, so the source was no longer magnified.
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Figure 5. Left panel shows a K-band image from the VISTA 4 m telescope from the VVV survey. The field observed by the Keck-2 telescope in K and a zoom of this
field are shown in the middle panel. The arrow indicates the microlensing source star, and it is separated by 0.51 arcsec from its nearest neighbor. The right panel is
shows a Keck-2 AO close up of the source star, S1, and four neighboring stars.
The NIRC2 medium field camera was used with a field of view
of 20′′ × 20′′, which has a 0.02 arcsec pixel size. (Due to 2′′
dithering, stacked images have a size of 24′′ × 24′′.) Figure 5
shows the K-band image stack (of 20×30 s exposures) compared
to a VVV image (Minniti et al. 2010) in the same band taken
by the VISTA 4 m wide field infrared telescope at Paranal.
The high resolution Keck images reveal five stars that were not
resolved in the photometric light curve data used for modeling,
and the star labeled S1 in Figure 5 is identified as the source star
through an astrometric comparison of difference images taken
near peak magnification (Skowron et al. 2013). The Keck AO
images were taken less than a year after the microlensing peak,
and this implies that the lens–source separation at the time of
the images is 20 mas. Since the seeing in the Keck images
is 0.′′10, a stellar lens would have its image unresolved from
the source star. While this field is crowded with stars when
observed in seeing-limited ground-based images, the Keck AO
image appears relatively uncrowded, with the vast majority of
the stars well isolated. In the following, we consider S1 as the
source+lens position. A hypothetical unrelated star would be
unresolved from, and add flux to the measured S1 flux, if its
separation from the target is <200 mas.
The J, H, and K Keck magnitudes have been measured with
PSF photometry and calibrated to the Two Micron All Sky
Survey (2MASS; Carpenter 2001)55 system using the JHK
images from the VVV survey, as an intermediary between
2MASS and Keck. The calibrated magnitudes of star S1, which
would include both the source and the lens are
(J,H,K)S1 = (18.64, 18.15, 18.15) ± (0.10, 0.07, 0.10). (1)
The five stars S1–S5 are not resolved in the VVV images, but
stars S4 and S5 are far enough away that they are more likely
to contribute to the background than the detected source in the
VVV image. The detected flux in H band at the lens+source
position is HS,VVV = 17.03 ± 0.12, which is nearly the same
to the Keck measurement of the two brightest stars S1 and S2,
HS1+S2,Keck = 16.95 ± 0.10.
55 Improved calibrations are available at
http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/releases/allsky/doc/sec6_4b.html.
5.3. Lens Flux Upper Limits from Keck Observations
We have H-band data taken with the CTIO 1.3 m SMARTS
during the microlensing event that allow us to determine the
magnitude of the source in this passband. The best fit source
magnitudes are HS,fast = 18.220 ± 0.040 and HS,slow =
18.226 ± 0.040. These are to be subtracted from the total S1
target flux, which must include both the source and the lens
system, HS1 = 18.15 ± 0.07. These measurements differ by
less than 1σ , there is no significant detection of flux from the
lens. But they do allow a lens flux of HL,fast  21.16±1.10 and
HL,slow  21.07 ± 1.00, where we use an inequality because
of the possibility of additional flux from an unrelated star.
There error bars on these source brightnesses were determined
using a linear approximation, which is actually not valid,
as the uncertainties do not follow Gaussian statistics (even
approximately) when expressed in magnitudes. (The error bars
are valid 1σ uncertainties when converted into flux units using
a linear approximation, however.) The 2σ upper limits on the
lens brightness for the fast and slow models are HL,fast > 19.85
and HL,slow > 19.83.
The lens magnitude estimates and limits can be expressed
in terms of the absolute magnitude as mH = HL − AH −
5 log(DL/10pc), where AH is the extinction. From (Gonzalez
et al. 2011), we obtain an H-band total extinction of AH,Car =
0.39 ± 0.11 (Cardelli et al. 1989) or AH,Nish = 0.315 ± 0.09
(Nishiyama et al. 2009). Assuming a linear expression for the
extinction along the line of sight, we show the upper limits
of the lens flux in H band in Figure 6. These plots assume
a fixed source distance of DS = 8.3 kpc. The left and right
panels indicate the relations for the fast and slow models.
The magnitude distance relations for the two extinction laws
are given by the nearly overlapping black dashed curves in
each plot, and the gray dashed lines and shading indicate the
extent of the 2σ allowed region of parameter space. As a
reference, we draw in red dashed lines the ranges for super
Jupiters and brown dwarfs. We have also included isochrones
for main sequence stars (An et al. 2007) in the upper right
of each plot. We take the oldest population from An et al.
(2007) of 4 Myr and the following range for metallicity:
0.0  [Fe/H]  +0.3 ([Fe/H] = 0.0 (dark blue), [Fe/H] = 0.2
(green), and, [Fe/H] = 0.3 (red)). The allowed ranges for stellar
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Figure 6. Upper limits on the lens flux measured by Keck AO observations in H-band. The allowed region is shaded. The dashed black curves show the best fit
magnitude distance relations for two extinction laws. The red dashed lines show the super Jupiter and brown dwarf ranges. The colored curves are some isochrones
for main sequence stars from An et al. (2007).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
hosts are on the lower part of these isochrones, below the Keck
curves. The crossing points between the distance-magnitude
and isochrone curves are the following for the two different
models DL = 7 kpc, and DL = 7.7 kpc for the fast and
slow models, respectively. These imply lens host masses of
Mhost = 0.36 M and Mhost = 0.41 M, for the fast and slow
models, respectively. The implied transverse velocities with
respect to the source, which is known to be moving relatively
slowly (Skowron et al. 2013) are quite large. For the fast model,
this velocity is Vrel = 677 km s−1, which is likely above the
escape velocity, while for the slow model, it is Vrel = 442,
which is very high for a bulge star.
If the fast model is correct, then as we will see below in
Section 6, a host mass of only a few Jupiter masses is favored
(with our assumed mass function prior). In this case it is sensible
to ask the question of whether there is a host star with a
separation too wide to be found by microlensing (Quanz et al.
2012). The distance to the planet+moon system favored by the
fast model is DL ∼ 500 pc. Since a star at the bottom on the main
sequence has an absolute H-band magnitude of MH ≈ 10.0, its
brightness at 500 pc would be H < 18.8 even if virtually all
the dust extinction is in the foreground. Thus, we can rule such
a host star blended with the lens, and the only possibility for
a host star would be if it was one of the resolved stars in the
Keck images. However, all the nearby stars have (J − K)  1,
which excludes them as possible host stars because if they were
at ∼500 pc, they would have to be very low-mass, very red stars.
6. BAYESIAN ANALYSIS
Because we are unable to measure a microlensing parallax
signal for this event, we have only two light curve parameters, tE
and θ∗ that can be used to constrain the lens mass, ML, distance,
DL, and lens–source relative transverse velocity, v⊥. With 2
parameters to constrain 3 unknowns, we have a one-parameter
family of solutions, or a mass–distance relation,
ML = c
2
4G
θ2E
DSDL
DS − DL =
c2
4G
θ2E
AU
πrel
= 0.9823 M
(
θE
1 mas
)2 (
x
1 − x
)(
DS
8 kpc
)
, (2)
where x = DL/DS and θE = θ∗tE/t∗, as discussed in
Section 4. The lens–source relative parallax is given by
πrel = AU(D−1S − D−1L ).
The relative proper motion, μrel, provides a strong constraint
on the properties of the lens system. While the Galactic disk
moves at about the same velocity as the Sun, due to the flat
Galactic rotation curve, the bulge has an average velocity of
zero. So, the average proper motion of a source in the bulge is
just given by the Galactic rotation speed divided by the distance
to the Galactic center. This gives μ  6.4 mas yr−1 for the
mean proper motion of a bulge star. A one-dimensional velocity
dispersion of ∼100 km s−1 at the distance of the Galactic
center gives a one-dimensional proper motion dispersion of
σμ  2.6 mas yr−1. The velocity dispersion in the disk is about
three times smaller than in the bulge, but the proper motion is
inversely proportional to the distance, so the σμ values will be
similar for a lens one third of the way to the Galactic center, at
DL  2.7 kpc.
We can use these numbers to estimate the expected relative
proper motion values for bulge and disk lenses. If the lens, as
well as the source, is in the bulge, then the expected μrel is
given by the quadrature sum of the one-dimensional dispersions
in the Galactic l and b directions (Kozłowski et al. 2006) for
both the lens and source,56 or μrel  2σμ  5.2 mas yr−1.
For a disk lens at DL  2.7 kpc, the average proper motion
dispersion will be about the same, but there will also be the
mean proper motion difference of μ  6.4 mas yr−1 between
the disk and bulge. So, the average relative proper motion will
be the quadrature sum of the mean proper motion and the
dispersion, which yields a typical lens–source relative proper
motion value of μrel  8.2 mas yr−1. Since the relative proper
motion for both our fast and slow solutions is larger than
this, the μrel values for both solutions favor a disk lens at
DL < 2.7 kpc. However, the degree by which a bulge lens is
disfavored is quite different. For the fast solution, the measured
proper motion value, of μrel = 19.6 mas yr−1 is 3.5× larger
56 To get this result, we count events by the probability that an event is in
progress at a given time, rather than by the event rate. This accounts for the
fact that the detection efficiency for a planetary microlensing signal is
approximate proportional to the event duration.
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than the dispersion in the proper motion difference between
two bulge stars, μ  5.6 mas yr−1. For the slow solution
μrel = 11.6 mas yr−1 = 2.1× the bulge-bulge μrel dispersion.
The Gaussian probabilities of a bulge-bulge relative proper
motion outlier with μrel given by the values for our fast and
slow solutions are 0.0022 and 0.11, respectively. So, the fast
solution very strongly favors a nearby lens, while the slow
solution appears to only slightly disfavor a bulge lens system.
(In principle, the OGLE measurement of source proper motion
could change this argument, but the error bars on the source
proper motion are nearly equal to the measured bulge proper
motion dispersion, so the OGLE measurement has little effect
at this level of analysis.)
Another important prior assumption for the Bayesian analysis
is the mass function for the host mass. The only study that
has looked at the mass function for the full range of masses
from stellar down to planetary masses is that of Sumi et al.
(2011). This study did not have much leverage on the mass
function below about a Jupiter mass, so most of the models
consider only a delta-function mass function for the planetary-
mass part of the mass function. A much better choice for this
analysis is the power-law planetary mass function presented
in the Supplementary Information (SI) section of Sumi et al.
(2011). This is shown in Figure S11 of that paper, and the
parameters of this power law model are given Table S3.
This model includes stellar remnants and has a broken power
law of the form dN/d log M = M1−α , with α = 2.0 for
0.70  M/M  1.00, α = 1.3 for 0.08  M/M  0.70,
α = 0.49 for 0.01  M/M  0.08, and α = 1.3 for
10−5  M/M  0.01. For α = 1, we have an equal number
of objects per logarithmic mass interval, and this mass function
averages close to α = 1 over the interval from low-mass stars
to planetary mass objects. The ratios of main sequence stars to
brown dwarfs to planets are 1:0.73:5.5 with this mass function,
but most of the planetary mass objects have masses much less
than that of Jupiter, because the planetary part of the mass
function extends over three decades in mass. If we restrict
ourselves to planetary mass objects with masses of the order
of a Jupiter mass, then the numbers of main sequence stars,
brown dwarfs, and planets are similar with this mass function.
While our assumed mass function implies that the densities
of potential stellar, brown dwarf, and planetary mass are similar,
this does not mean that the lensing probabilities are similar for
these three populations. This is because the Einstein ring radius,
RE =
√
(4GM/c2)DL(DS − DL)/DS , is proportional to
√
M .
Since the typical star has ∼400× Jupiter’s mass, the lensing
rate due to stars is enhanced by a factor of ∼20 with respect
to lensing by planetary mass objects. The star density in the
Galactic bulge is a factor of ∼5 larger than the local density in
the disk. All told, this implies a factor of ∼100 preference for
stellar lenses over planetary mass lenses, so we should expect
that the slow solution will not favor planetary mass lenses.
We use a Galactic model including a barred bulge, a spheroid,
and thin and thick disks, using the functional forms for the
stellar densities from Robin et al. (2003), but we use truncated
Gaussians for the velocity distributions. We do not allow stars
with velocities that exceed the assumed escape velocity cutoff of
550 km s−1 in the thin and thick disks, as well as in the spheroid.
The assumed bulge escape velocity is 600 km s−1. Because of
the high relative proper motion implied by the models for this
event, the results of the Bayesian analysis may depend on the
assumed velocity distributions of the Galactic model, so we have
normalized the bulge velocity dispersions to the HST proper
motion measurements of Kozłowski et al. (2006). Using a bar
rotation velocity of 50 km s−1 kpc−1, we can match the proper
motion of the five Kozłowski et al. (2006) fields within <1.◦5 of
MOA-2011-BLG-262 with velocity dispersions of 103.8 km s−1
and 96.4 km s−1 in the Galactic longitude and latitude directions,
respectively.
The Bayesian priors discussed so far are all based on
measurements of the properties of the stars, brown dwarfs and
planets that are part of the Galaxy. However, we still must make
one prior assumption for which we have no data to guide us.
We will assume that probability of a lens primary to host a
companion with the measured mass ratio at a separation of ∼RE
is independent of the mass of the host. For stellar mass hosts,
we have data that show that planetary mass ratio secondaries are
common at these separations (Gould et al. 2010; Cassan et al.
2012), but for brown dwarf and planetary mass hosts, this is
simply an assumption.
The Bayesian analysis is done with a collection of Markov
Chains centered at the parameter space locations of the four
solutions listed in Table 1. These are the fast and slow solutions
for both s < 1 and s > 1. The Markov Chains for each local
minima are weighted by the χ2 difference between the best
fit model in each region of parameter space. There were two
Markov Chains for each of these models, and each chain had
about 350,000 links. The result of this Bayesian analysis is given
in Figure 7, while Figures 8 and 9, respectively, give the results
for the fast and slow models only.
Figure 7 shows the probability distribution of the host and
planet masses, their projected separation, and the distance
to the lens system, under the assumption that planetary and
stellar mass hosts are equally likely to host a moon or planet
with the observed mass ratio. There are two peaks in each
distribution—one centered on planetary mass hosts at DL =
0.64+0.32−0.21 kpc, and the other centered on stars just above the
hydrogen-burning threshold in the central Galactic bulge at
DL = 7.0+0.9−1.0 kpc. The probability drops to virtually zero
at DL ∼ 3.6 kpc, so we have two separate distributions: the
nearby, planetary mass hosts and the stellar/brown dwarf hosts
in the bulge. For the planetary mass distribution, the host and
companion masses are Mhost = 3.6+2.0−1.7 MJup and mcomp =
0.54+0.30−0.19 M⊕, respectively, and their projected separation is
a⊥ = 0.13+0.060.04 AU. For the stellar/brown dwarf host solutions,
the host and companion masses are Mhost = 0.12+0.19−0.06 M
and mcomp = 18+28−10 M⊕, at a projected separation of a⊥ =
0.84+0.25−0.14 AU.
Figures 8 and 9 show that the planetary mass hosts come
almost exclusively from the fast solution Markov Chains and
that the slow solutions predict a stellar mass host located in the
bulge.
We should also note that without the OGLE constraint on
the source proper motion (Skowron et al. 2013), the Bayesian
probability distribution for the fast solutions would resemble
Figure 7 with the similar sized peaks for both nearby disk
planetary mass hosts and bulge low-mass star hosts. The OGLE
source proper motion constraint nearly rules out the possibility
that the source is in the high velocity tail of the bulge velocity
distribution. For the slow solution, it is still possible to recover
the observed lens–source relative proper motion of μrel =
11.6 ± 0.9 mas yr−1 if the lens is in the high velocity tail of
the bulge velocity distribution. The fact that stars have a much
higher lensing cross section than planetary mass options enables
these solutions to be favored over the nearby planetary mass
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Figure 7. Lens system properties from our Bayesian analysis using a standard Galactic model under the assumption that primary lenses of all masses have an equal
probability of hosting a planetary mass ratio companion. This includes both the wide and close versions of the fast and slow solutions weighted by Galactic model
priors and the best fit χ2 for in each region of parameter space.
Figure 8. Lens system properties for the wide and close versions of the “fast” solution only. This solution clearly favors a host mass of a few Jupiter masses orbited
by a companion of ∼0.5 M⊕. The lens system would be600 pc from the Earth.
solutions even though the μrel value itself does favor a nearby
disk lens.
The situation with the fast solutions is somewhat differ-
ent. The very high relative proper motions, μrel = 19.6 ±
1.6 mas yr−1, for these models would generally require that
both the lens and the source belong to the high velocity tail of
the bulge velocity dispersion. Since the OGLE source proper
motion constraint nearly rules this out, bulge lenses are signif-
icantly disfavored with these models. So, the fast solutions, if
one of them is correct, do seem to suggest that the lens sys-
tem could consist of a rogue planet of a few Jupiter masses
orbited by a sub-Earth-mass moon. If the fast model was the
only light curve model consistent with the light curve, then the
planet+moon interpretation could be confirmed with a higher
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Figure 9. Lens system properties for the wide and close versions of the “slow” solution only. This solution clearly favors a low-mass star or high-mass brown dwarf
host in the Galactic bulge orbited by a planet of about a Neptune-mass. The lens system would have a velocity that is significantly larger than is typical of bulge stars.
precision measurement of the source proper motion using the
HST or AO observations.
7. TERRESTRIAL PARALLAX
The simultaneous observations of the MOA-2011-BLG-262
microlensing event from MJUO on New Zealand’s South
Island, and Canopus in Tasmania, Australia are potentially
very useful. Although these observatories are only separated
by about 2000 km, this separation is potentially large enough so
that the observed light curves would be significantly different
as observed from the two observatories, due to the terrestrial
parallax effect (Gould et al. 2009; Yee et al. 2009). According
to the Bayesian analysis presented in Section 6, the favored
solution for the fast model has a host mass of Mhost =
3.6+2.0−1.7 MJup at a distance of DL = 0.64+0.32−0.21 kpc. Such a model
predicts terrestrial parallax magnification differences between
MJUO and Canopus of ∼0.5%. This compares to error bars of
∼0.7% for the MOA-II data at the peak, so if the Canopus error
bars were comparable (and preferably with a higher observing
cadence), terrestrial parallax could be measured for the case that
the fast planetary-mass host model is correct. Unfortunately, due
to a telescope hardware issue, the images taken from Canopus
during this event had unusually poor image quality, so the
Canopus photometry was not precise enough for a terrestrial
parallax measurement even if the fast light curve model with a
nearby, planetary mass lens system was correct.
If we had photometry that allowed a terrestrial microlensing
parallax measurement, then the implications of the nearly
degenerate fast and slow solutions would be relatively modest.
The lens masses implied by the two models would differ by only
the factor of 1.7 uncertainty in t∗. In fact, the uncertainty could be
much less as better photometry might be able to determine which
of these models is correct. As we saw in Section 6, the Bayesian
analysis that we must use without a parallax measurement results
in a large uncertainty in the properties of the lens system.
Fortunately, it should be possible to definitely distinguish
similar models for future events if they are observed with high
cadence from multiple sites. Very high cadence observations on
1–2 m class telescopes are able to measure the light curves pre-
cisely enough to distinguish similar models (Gould et al. 2006),
such as the fast and slow models for MOA-2011-BLG-262.
If high cadence observations are taken from observa-
tories separated by thousands of kilometers, then the
lens system mass can be measured via the terrestrial
parallax effect (Gould & Yee 2013). Future wide-field,
multi-site surveys (Park et al. 2012; Kim et al. 2013) will sig-
nificantly increase the microlensing exoplanet detection rate.
However, real-time planetary signal detection, such as that
demonstrated by the MOA Collaboration for this event, and
high cadence follow-up observations will be necessary to take
full advantage of these new powerful surveys. The larger tele-
scopes of the older microlensing follow-up groups, such as
PLANET (Beaulieu et al. 2006) and μFUN (Gould et al. 2010),
can contribute some of the required high cadence follow-up ob-
servations, but the development of large robotic networks of 1 m
class telescopes, such as the Las Cumbres Robotic Telescope
Network (Brown et al. 2013), will substantially improve the
rate of terrestrial microlensing parallax mass measurements.
Thus, if systems resembling the planetary-mass host models
for MOA-2011-BLG-262 are common, the combination of high
cadence microlensing surveys, rapid realtime event detection by
these surveys, and high cadence follow-up observations should
enable the definitive discovery of rogue exoplanets with moons
of nearly an Earth mass within a few years.
8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the analysis of microlensing event MOA-
2011-BLG-262, which is the shortest duration microlensing
event with a planetary mass ratio of q = 4.7 × 10−4. The best
fit “fast” model implies a high lens–source relative proper of
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μrel = 19.6 ± 1.6 mas yr−1, which favors a lens at a distance
of order DL ∼ 500 pc. The lens mass–distance relation (see
Equation (2)) that comes from this μrel measurement implies
that the lens primary for this model would have mass of 3
or 4 Jupiter masses, and the planetary mass ratio companion
would be a moon with a mass of <1 M⊕. However, the Bayesian
analysis reveals that a stellar lens host is not excluded by this
fast model. Also, the source radius crossing time, t∗, is similar
to the time interval between the caustic entry and exit, and
this allows for another solution is a somewhat larger t∗ value,
which implies a smaller lens–source relative proper motion,
μrel = 11.6 ± 0.9 mas yr−1. This “slow” solution is disfavored
by only Δχ2 = 2.91, so it definitely cannot be excluded.
Although the μrel for this event is also high enough to favor a
nearby disk lens, it is much more compatible with a fast moving
stellar lens in the bulge than the fast solution.
These relatively large relative proper motion values can
largely be attributed to the motion of the lens, because the OGLE
Collaboration has used a novel method to show that the source
proper motion is low (Skowron et al. 2013). In order to determine
the likely physical properties of the lens system, we perform a
Bayesian analysis with a standard Galactic model with bulge
velocities normalized to the proper motion measurements of
Kozłowski et al. (2006). Since planetary mass hosts are possible
for this event, we have used the power-law planetary mass model
of Sumi et al. (2011; see the Supplementary Information) as our
mass function prior. The only prior that is unconstrained by
data is the probability that a lens primary of a given mass will
host a companion lens with a mass ratio of q = 4.7 × 10−4
at a separation of about an Einstein radius. For simplicity, we
assume that this probability is independent of the primary lens
mass. With such an assumption, we find two distinct types of
lens systems that could explain this event, and with our assumed
prior probabilities, the probability of these two solutions are
roughly equal, as indicated in Figure 7.
The fast solution favors, but does not require, a planetary
mass for the host, as shown in Figure 8. However, high angular
resolution observations with AO or the HST could improve the
precision of the proper motion measurement (Skowron et al.
2013), and exclude the non-planetary mass host models for the
fast solution. So, if the slow solution was not viable, it would
be possible to confirm the planet+moon model.
The “most likely” solution found by our Bayesian analysis for
this fast solution ML = 3.2 MJup orbited by a moon of mm =
0.47 M⊕ at a three-dimensional separation of a = 0.13 AU,
with the lens system at a distance of DL = 0.56 kpc. The
slow solution has roughly equal probability (with our prior
assumptions) and implies a very different lens system. With the
slow solution, the host would most likely be a star with ML =
0.11+0.21−0.06 M orbited by a planet of mass mp = 17+28−10 M⊕ at a
three-dimension separation of a = 0.95+0.53−0.19 AU at a distance of
DL = 7.2 ± 0.8 kpc, as shown in Figure 9. These parameters are
quite similar to the similar to the parameters for the secondary
peak for the fast solution, shown in Figure 8, except that the
fast solution predicts a larger planet–star separation (both the
three-dimension and projected separation). Thus, the Bayesian
analysis does not directly imply a preferred solution.
The Bayesian probabilities are dependent on our prior as-
sumption about the probability of free-floating planets to host
a massive moon at a separation of ∼0.15 AU. However, we do
know that planets exist with similar parameters to the stellar
mass host favored by the slow solution (Bennett et al. 2008;
Kubas et al. 2012; Furusawa et al. 2013) and consistent with the
fast solution, but we do not know of any other planetary mass
hosts with moons of about half an Earth-mass. There are a hand-
ful of well sampled high magnification events with tE < 2 days,
which implies that they probably have planetary mass primaries.
For these events, MOA-ip-10 (Sumi et al. 2011), MOA-2009-
BLG-450, and MOA-2010-BLG-418, we can largely exclude a
companion with parameters similar to MOA-2011-BLG-262Lb.
This implies that planetary mass ratio secondaries are not much
more common around planetary mass hosts than around stars
and brown dwarfs. So, our Bayesian prior is not likely to un-
derestimate the probability of the planet+moon model by a sig-
nificant amount. On the other hand, such systems could be ex-
tremely rare, so our Bayesian prior could greatly overestimate
the probability of such a system. Or to put this another way,
an apparently free-floating planet with a half Earth-mass moon
would be a new class of system that was not previously known
to exist. Such a new discovery would require strong evidence,
so our favored model for this event is that it is a low-mass star
or brown dwarf orbited by a planet of about Neptune’s mass.
Improvements in the observational capabilities in the
near future should allow the definitive detection of isolated
planet+moon systems, like the one favored by our Bayesian
analysis for the best fit (fast) model. Improved microlensing
survey (Park et al. 2012) and follow-up (Brown et al. 2013)
capabilities, when coupled with the rapid event identification
demonstrated by the MOA group for this event, should allow
the measurement of the terrestrial parallax effect (Gould et al.
2009; Yee et al. 2009), which would give a direct measure-
ment of the lens system mass. In the somewhat more distant
future, a future space-based microlensing survey (Bennett &
Rhie 2002), such as the planned WFIRST mission (Green et al.
2012; Spergel et al. 2013) or a microlensing program with the
Euclid mission (Penny et al. 2013) will be even more sensitive
to such events, and will enable the detection of much lower
mass lens primaries. Depending on the details of the WFIRST
orbit, this mission will also offer unique ways to measure
the microlensing parallax (Yee 2013) and therefore determine
the lens masses. Thus, although our conclusions regarding
MOA-2011-BLG-262 are uncertain, future microlensing sur-
veys will be able to determine if there is a large population of
free-floating planets hosting Earth-mass moons.
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